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Abstract

Both in situ measurements and numerical simulations show that the charge exchange collisions between energetic ring current

ions (>10keV) and cold ambient neutral atoms of the upper atmosphere and exosphere (<1eV) can be a major loss process

of the ring current ions. Owing to the high volume of energetic ion source injected from the ion plasma sheet during storm

time under strong convection strength, there can be a significant rate of occurrence of charge exchange collision in the inner

magnetosphere, therefore contributing a significant amount of inner magnetospheric cold proton populations. Due to the

different charge exchange cross sections among different reactions, cold protons are generated at different rates from different

energetic ion species. In this study, both qualitative and quantitative assessments on the production and evolution of charge-

exchange byproduct cold protons are performed via numerical simulations, showing that the production and evolution of the

cold H+ populations can be primarily driven by the plasma sheet conditions combined with the magnetospheric convection,

while having the potential to affect the dynamics of the plasmasphere and facilitate the early-stage local plasmaspheric refilling.

Furthermore, the energetic heavy ions composition plays an important role determining the cold H+ contribution structure

from the energetic ring current ions.
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Key Points:9

• Ring current heavy ions (O+ and N+) can be responsible for a large portion of charge-10

exchange byproduct cold H+.11

• The charge-exchange byproduct cold H+ have the potential to reshape the plas-12

masphere and enhance the early-stage plasmaspheric refilling.13

• The cold H+ contribution structure in the inner magnetosphere is primarily de-14

termined by the composition of energetic heavy ions.15
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Abstract16

Both in situ measurements and numerical simulations show that the charge exchange col-17

lisions between energetic ring current ions (>10keV) and cold ambient neutral atoms of18

the upper atmosphere and exosphere (<1eV) can be a major loss process of the ring cur-19

rent ions. Owing to the high volume of energetic ion source injected from the ion plasma20

sheet during storm time under strong convection strength, there can be a significant rate21

of occurrence of charge exchange collision in the inner magnetosphere, therefore contribut-22

ing a significant amount of inner magnetospheric cold proton populations. Due to the23

different charge exchange cross sections among different reactions, cold protons are gen-24

erated at different rates from different energetic ion species. In this study, both quali-25

tative and quantitative assessments on the production and evolution of charge-exchange26

byproduct cold protons are performed via numerical simulations, showing that the pro-27

duction and evolution of the cold H+ populations can be primarily driven by the plasma28

sheet conditions combined with the magnetospheric convection, while having the poten-29

tial to affect the dynamics of the plasmasphere and facilitate the early-stage local plas-30

maspheric refilling. Furthermore, the energetic heavy ions composition plays an impor-31

tant role determining the cold H+ contribution structure from the energetic ring current32

ions.33

Plain Language Summary34

The accumulation and intensification of energetic charged particles in the near-Earth35

space is an important aspect of space weather, especially space storms. The hot ions,36

while drifting in the near-Earth space, can collide with ambient low-energy neutrals, snatch-37

ing an electron and therefore becoming neutral. The low-energy neutrals consequently38

lose an electron and become low-energy ions, and this electron swap between fast and39

cold particles is called charge exchange. This study addresses the role and contribution40

of energetic heavy ions on producing the cold protons due to these charge exchange re-41

actions, and presents both qualitative and quantitative evaluations on the time-evolution42

of charge-exchange byproduct cold protons under different storm conditions. This study43

shows that energetic heavy ions can produce a significant amount of cold protons and44

therefore have profound impact on the cold charged particle populations.45

1 Introduction46

The terrestrial magnetospheric environment comprises plasma populations with a47

wide range of energy profiles, spanning from the sub-eV and eV particles of the ionosphere48

and plasmasphere, up to the ultra-relativistic energies of the radiation belts particles.49

These diverse plasma populations with different energies coexist, interact, and exchange50

energy with each other by means of a variety of collisional and wave-particle interactions51

(Liemohn, 2006; Yu et al., 2019). The detection of cold plasma populations is significantly52

impacted by spacecraft charging and secondary-electron contamination, which make re-53

liable measurements of the cold ion populations and their analysis difficult (e.g. (Moore54

et al., 1997; Mozer et al., 2016; Genestreti et al., 2017; Gershman et al., 2017; Delzanno55

et al., 2021)). The main source of the magnetospheric cold plasma is the ionosphere (both56

low-latitude and high-latitude) where cold ion outflows are commonly observed (Coley57

et al., 2003; Andersson et al., 2004; Haaland et al., 2015; Artemyev et al., 2020; Dan-58

douras, 2021), which can become the dominant source of magnetospheric hot plasma (Chappell59

et al., 1987; Winglee, 2000; Huddleston et al., 2005; Glocer et al., 2009; Welling & Ri-60

dley, 2010; Brambles et al., 2010; Welling, André, et al., 2015). There is growing evidence61

that supports the hypothesis that the cold-particle populations of the magnetosphere play62

critical roles in several important processes that drive the dynamics of the region (Winglee63

et al., 2002; Wiltberger et al., 2010; Brambles et al., 2011; Borovsky et al., 2013; Ouel-64

lette et al., 2013; Welling, Jordanova, et al., 2015; Trung et al., 2019; Delzanno et al.,65
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2021). As a result, understanding the origin, properties, drivers and impacts of cold-particle66

populations is a key factor of fully understanding the magnetosphere–ionosphere system.67

While the cold-particle populations are sourcing a significant portion of magneto-68

spheric hot-particle populations, hot-particle populations can also become the source of69

cold-particle populations via collisional charge exchange processes with regional neutral70

atoms (e.g. (Borovsky et al., 2022)). Due to the spatial overlap of the inner magneto-71

spheric ion plasma sheet with the Earth’s neutral hydrogen exosphere or the hydrogen72

geocorona (Carruthers et al., 1976; Rairden et al., 1986), charge exchange collisions be-73

tween the low-energy geocoronal neutral hydrogen (less than one eV) and the ring cur-74

rent energetic ions (10’s of keV) take place, as the energetic ions convect into the inner75

magnetosphere and undergo magnetic gradient-curvature drift. During the charge ex-76

change process, the incident ring current ion picks up the orbital electron of a cold geo-77

coronal hydrogen atom, resulting in the formation of an Energetic Neutral Atom (ENA)78

along with a byproduct low-energy proton. Borovsky et al. (2022) argues that the byprod-79

uct protons are produced at very low energies (sub-eV), which then become trapped by80

the geomagnetic field and advect with E⃗×B⃗ drift, but possess too low energy to con-81

tribute to the ring current. Therefore, charge exchange with the neutral geocorona is an82

import loss process that accounts for some of the decay of the ring current intensity (Smith83

& Bewtra, 1978; Kistler et al., 1989; Liemohn et al., 1999; Liemohn & Kozyra, 2003, 2005;84

Ilie et al., 2013; Ilie & Liemohn, 2016), creation of unstable hot-ion distribution in the85

ring current region (Cornwall, 1977; Thomsen et al., 2011, 2017), and may also shorten86

the early-phase of the plasmaspheric refilling (Sojka & Wrenn, 1985; Su et al., 2001; Obana87

et al., 2010; Denton & Borovsky, 2014). The density of neutral hydrogen increases strongly88

approaching the Earth (e.g. (Chamberlain, 1963; Ilie et al., 2013; Borovsky et al., 2022)),89

therefore the probability of charge exchange increases greatly as an energetic ion approaches90

the Earth, consequently the byproduct cold protons of charge exchange are more likely91

to be produced at high altitudes and latitudes (Denton et al., 2005; Keika et al., 2006;92

He et al., 2015; Borovsky et al., 2022). The details of cold proton production depend on93

the energy profile, equatorial temperature distribution (T⊥/T∥), convection pattern, and94

ion composition of the hot plasma. If the trapped ring current hot ions are relatively isotropic95

on the equatorial plane, then there can be a significant amount of hot ions that mirror96

at high latitudes within the geosynchronous orbit (Denton et al., 2005; Denton et al., 2016),97

where the geocoronal neutral density is higher, therefore having the largest probability98

to undergo charge exchange. In addition, due to the different charge exchange cross sec-99

tion for reactions involving various ring current species with neutral hydrogen, changes100

in the regional ion composition can lead to changes in the cold proton population formed101

via the charge exchange interaction. Both numerical simulations and in situ measure-102

ments indicate that the ring current hot ion composition changes drastically depending103

on the solar wind and geomagnetic activity, while the heavy ions (primarily N+ and O+)104

can share a significant portion of ring current hot ions during storm time (Hultqvist, 1979,105

1982; Fu et al., 2001; Kozyra et al., 2002; Orsini, 2004; Zhao et al., 2015; Ilie et al., 2015;106

Kistler & Mouikis, 2016; Lee et al., 2021; James et al., 2021). However, the particular107

effects and rates of energetic ring current heavy ions on producing charge-exchange byprod-108

uct cold protons have not been yet comprehensively assessed.109

In this study, we evaluate the production of cold protons via charge-exchange re-110

actions with energetic ring current ions. We present qualitative and quantitative esti-111

mations of the generation and time-evolution of these cold protons, with a special focus112

on those produced by heavy ions, based on numerical simulation using the Hot Electron-113

Ion Drift Integrator (HEIDI) model. Because plasmaspheric refilling may also be attributed114

to the charge exchange processes between energetic ions and the neutral hydrogen geo-115

corona (Dessler et al., 1961; Milillo et al., 1996; Lawrence et al., 1999), the associated116

effects on the plasmaspheric refilling are also discussed.117
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2 Methodology118

The HEIDI model is an inner magnetosphere kinetic drift model that solves the time-
dependent, gyration- and bounce-averaged Boltzmann equation for the equatorial phase-
space distribution function F (t, r0,v0) of five ring current species (e−, H+, He+, N+, O+).
The model adopts an equatorial computation domain in space, discretized uniformly both
in the radial and azimuthal directions, and is capable of handling arbitrary electric and
magnetic fields. The bounce-averaged kinetic equation solved is (Liemohn et al., 2004;
Ilie et al., 2012):

∂F

∂t
+

1

R2
0

∂

∂R0

(
R2

0

〈
dR0

dt

〉
F

)
+

∂

∂ϕ0

(〈
dϕ0

dt

〉
F

)
+

1√
W

∂

∂W

(√
W

〈
dW

dt

〉
F

)
+

1

h (µ0)µ0

∂

∂µ0

(
h (µ0)µ0

〈
dµ0

dt

〉
F

)
=

〈
δF

δt

〉
collision

+

〈
δF

δt

〉
source

(1)

Equation 1 describes the time-evolution of the phase-space distribution function119

at a certain location (r0,v0) within the equatorial configuration-velocity space, under120

the effect of drifts, energization, pitch-angle scattering, and various loss mechanisms. Ring121

current losses include Coulomb collisions, charge exchange reactions with the hydrogen122

geocorona, and precipitative losses to the upper atmosphere, all considering full pitch123

angle distributions. The five independent variables that constitute the equatorial phase-124

space distribution function F (t, r0,v0) are t, R0, ϕ0,W and µ0 = cos(α0), where R0125

represents the radial distance on the magnetic equatorial surface (defined by the loca-126

tion of magnetic field minima (Ilie et al., 2012)), ϕ0 is the equatorial Magnetic Local Time127

(MLT), W denotes the kinetic energy, and µ0 = cos(α0) represents the cosine of the128

equatorial pitch angle of each species. The sizes of the numerical grids were carefully de-129

termined to resolve the features of interest, maintain numerical stability and accuracy,130

but also to optimize the run-time of the simulation. The grid used in each mutually in-131

dependent phase-space variable is as follows: 20s time step; 20 equally spaced radial grid132

points distributed from 1.75RE to 6.5RE geocentric distance; 24 equally spaced points133

in local time around the Earth; 42 geometrically spaced energy cells from 10eV to 400keV ;134

and 71 pitch angle grid points from 90◦ to 0◦ (0 to 1 in µ0). Because the kinetic equa-135

tion is linear in this form, each hot plasma species can be considered individually and136

the total ring current bulk quantities, such as the equatorial pressure and current den-137

sity, are obtained as the sums over all participating species. In addition, to calculate the138

bounce-averaged coefficients, HEIDI traces each individual field line whose equatorial139

intersection lies in the computation domain, and employs a field-aligned grid that dis-140

cretizes each field line (starting and ending at the Earth’s surface at certain magnetic141

foot points) uniformly or nonuniformly (set to 101 points along the field line for this study),142

along which the numerical integration is performed (Ilie et al., 2012). The source term143

on the right hand side of Equation 1 is represented by the plasma sheet conditions on144

the nightside outer boundary of the simulation domain, using plasma sheet particle fluxes145

as the outer boundary condition.146

The HEIDI model considers the loss of each individual ring current hot ion species
due to the charge exchange reactions with the neutral geocoronal hydrogen atom, which
is expressed as:

H+
hot +H → H+

cold +H (2)

He+hot +H → H+
cold +He (3)

O+
hot +H → H+

cold +O (4)

N+
hot +H → H+

cold +N (5)

where the H+
cold on the right hand sides denotes the byproduct cold protons due to charge-

exchange reactions with the corresponding energetic ring current ions. The effects of the
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instantaneous charge exchange loss at simulation time t are reflected on the loss of equa-
torial distribution function FX+(t, R0, ϕ0,W, µ0) of all the energetic ring current ion species
X+ ∈ {H+, He+, O+, N+} as:

FX+(after)(t, R0, ϕ0,W, µ0) = FX+(before)(t, R0, ϕ0,W, µ0) · ηX+(CE)(R0, ϕ0,W, µ0) (6)

where FX+(before)(t, R0, ϕ0,W, µ0) and FX+(after)(t, R0, ϕ0,W, µ0) represent the equa-
torial distribution function of ion X+ before and after the charge exchange reactions, re-
spectively. Furthermore, the term ηX+(CE)(R0, ϕ0,W, µ0) in Equation 6 represents the
local charge exchange loss factor of hot ion species X+ ∈ {H+, He+, O+, N+}, calcu-
lated via:

ηX+(CE)(R0, ϕ0,W, µ0) = e−σX+ (W )vX+ (W )⟨nH⟩(R0,ϕ0,µ0)∆t (7)

where σX+(W ) denotes the charge exchange cross section between the ring current hot147

ion species X+ and the geocoronal neutral hydrogen (as a function of the kinetic energy148

W of the parent hot ion), vX+(W ) is the kinetic speed of the hot ion X+ at energy W ,149

∆t is the marching timestep, and ⟨nH⟩ (R0, ϕ0, µ0) is the equatorial bounce-averaged den-150

sity of the geocoronal neutral hydrogen along the magnetic field line that intersects with151

the equatorial plane at (R0, ϕ0). Because the model currently only considers static hy-152

drogen geocoronal models, the local charge exchange loss factor ηX+(CE)(R0, ϕ0,W, µ0)153

is constant throughout the simulations due to the time independent geocoronal neutral154

hydrogen density distribution ⟨nH⟩ (R0, ϕ0, µ0).155

With the transition from FX+(before) to FX+(after) under the effects of charge ex-
change loss as described in Equation 6, one is able to obtain the equatorial density dis-
tribution of the ring current species X+ before and after the charge exchange loss, by
evaluating the zeroth-order velocity moment of FX+(before) and FX+(after), respectively.
We treated the lost density of ion species X+ due to the charge exchange reaction to be
the cold proton density resulting from X+, considering the contribution from the par-
ent energetic ions of all energies and equatorial pitch-angles, evaluated as:

nH+
cold(X

+)(t, R0, ϕ0) = nX+(before)(t, R0, ϕ0)− nX+(after)(t, R0, ϕ0)

=
∑
k

∑
l

FX+(before)(t, R0, ϕ0,Wk, µ0l)[1− ηX+(CE)(R0, ϕ0,Wk, µ0l)]Wkµ0l
(8)

where k and l denote the discrete energy and equatorial pitch-angle indexes of the par-
ent energetic ion species X+, respectively. The total production of cold protons at each
time step is accumulated, and the total cold byproduct proton density is obtained as the
sum of the cold byproduct protons contributed by all the hot ion species, as shown in
Equation 9. The cold protons are assumed to be neither interacting with each other, nor
participating in Coulomb interactions with the hot ions.

nH+
cold(total)

= nH+
cold(H

+) + nH+
cold(He+) + nH+

cold(O
+) + nH+

cold(N
+) (9)

3 Simulation Setup156

Analysis of the density distribution of the cold protons produced via charge exchange157

illustrated in Equation 8 allows us to investigate the effects of hot plasma composition158

on the generation and evolution of the cold protons produced by charge-exchange reac-159

tions with the ring current ions. To make this assessment, we investigated the evolution160

of this cold proton distribution under different storm conditions and different plasma com-161

positions, assuming idealized storm-like conditions and certain neutral hydrogen geocorona162

models, described below.163

In this study, we consider two geocorona models: the spherically symmetric Rair-164

den geocorona model (Rairden et al., 1986) and the Hodges geocorona model (Hodges,165

1994), which allows for asymmetry in the neutral H density distribution both on the dawn-166

dusk, and day-night meridian. Panels (a) and (b) in Figure 1 show an example of the167

–5–
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bounce-averaged neutral hydrogen density (in log scale) as seen by energetic ions with168

an equatorial pitch-angle of 60◦ as predicted by Rairden et al. (1986) model and Hodges169

(1994) model. The neutral hydrogen density predicted by both geocorona models decreases170

exponentially toward larger L-shells, and while the Rairden et al. (1986) model possesses171

spherically symmetric nature, the Hodges (1994) model does not. Panel (c) in Figure 1172

shows the percentage difference between the neutral densities predicted by the two mod-173

els, indicating that the bounce-averaged neutral density predicted by the Hodges (1994)174

model is notably greater than that of the Rairden et al. (1986) model, with a significant175

intensification over the nightside.176

The probability of charge exchange reactions of ring current ions with geocoronal177

neutral hydrogen also depends on the energy of the incident energetic particles and there-178

fore, is determined by the charge exchange cross section. The HEIDI model adopts a rec-179

ommended set of parametrized charge exchange cross sections given by Lindsay and Steb-180

bings (2005), and the energy profile of the charge exchange cross section area (in log scale)181

is shown in panel (d) of Figure 1. Please note that the charge exchange cross sections182

of both N+ (the black curve) and O+ (the blue curve) with the cold neutral hydrogen183

are notably higher than that of energetic H+ (the green curve) at a given ion energy, es-184

pecially at higher energies. In addition, there are differences between the charge exchange185

cross section for energetic N+ and neutral H reactions, vs. O+ with neutral H over the186

entire energy range, which can be the reason for the different productions of charge-exchange187

byproduct cold H+ from N+ and O+ illustrated in Section 4.1. Furthermore, there are188

large differences between the charge exchange cross section of energetic H+ with neu-189

tral H reactions as the energy of the parent ion is increasing, implying that the proba-190

bility of low energy H+ undergoing charge exchange with geocoronal neutral hydrogen191

will be significantly greater than that for higher energy H+ given the same local neutral192

density.193

Numerical simulations are performed using an idealized 3-phase storm that lasts194

for 72 hours, with a quiet phase (the first 24 hours), a main phase (the middle 24 hours),195

and a recovery phase (the last 24 hours). The dipolar magnetic field is strictly imposed196

across the simulation domain throughout the entire storm. The source of the energetic197

ions is provided by the Kp-dependent nightside boundary ion flux updated every 120s.198

The electric field is setup by the Kp-driven Volland-Stern’s convection electric field model199

(Volland, 1973; Stern, 1975), which is a uniform dawn-dusk convection electric poten-200

tial distribution applied across the simulation domain. The gradient of the electric po-201

tential depends on the Kp index, incurring a stronger Sunward E⃗×B⃗ convection on lo-202

cal plasma during simulation times when Kp is higher.203

The three different phases of the idealized geomagnetic storm are distinguished by204

the different Kp indices and nightside injection boundary conditions, as illustrated in panel205

(a) in both Figure 2 and Figure 3. During both the quiet phase and the recovery phase,206

the Kp was set to 1 and the total boundary injection ions density was set to ni = 2 cm−3,207

which becomes 6 and 6 cm−3 during the main phase, respectively. The simulation tran-208

sits from the quiet phase into the main phase in 3 hours from T = 24h to T = 27h,209

during which both the Kp index and the total plasma sheet density ni on the outer bound-210

ary increase linearly to the main phase value, and transits from the main phase into the211

recovery phase in 3 hours from T = 51h to T = 54h, during which the Kp index and212

total ion plasma sheet density ni on the outer boundary drop linearly to the quiet phase213

values. The ring current ion composition is set up by splitting the total ion plasma sheet214

ion density ni on the outer boundary into H+, He+ and heavy ions (O+ + N+), via the215

Kp- and Ap-dependent statistical relationships derived by Young et al. (1982), which are216

based on previous geosynchronous orbit measurements (Liemohn et al., 1999). The com-217

position of energetic heavy ions can be directly specified before the start of the simula-218

tion. In this study, we performed the 3-phase idealized storm simulation under two in-219

dependent cases of heavy ions composition: one where all heavy ions are assumed to be220
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Figure 1. (a) and (b) Bounce-averaged neutral hydrogen density (on log scale) as seen by en-

ergetic ions with an equatorial pitch-angle of 60◦ as predicted by Rairden et al. (1986) model and

Hodges (1994) model; (c) Percentage difference of the bounce-averaged geocoronal neutral density

between the two models; (d) Energy profile of the cross section area of the charge exchange reac-

tions between energetic ions X+ and the geocoronal neutral hydrogen obtained from Lindsay and

Stebbings (2005) and applied by the HEIDI model.

O+, and the other where all heavy ions are assumed to be N+. The simulation results221

are discussed in Section 4.222

4 Results and Discussion223

The simulation results are presented and discussed in this section, which is divided224

into three parts. Section 4.1 explores the formation and evolution of the charge-exchange225

byproduct cold protons from the energetic heavy ions, with a primary focus on the storm226

phase and recovery phase; Section 4.2 investigates the percentage contribution of the byprod-227

uct cold protons from the energetic heavy ions, and discusses the contribution structure228

of the heavy ions using different neutral geocorona models; Section 4.3 compares the den-229

sity of the byproduct cold protons via charge exchange with an activity dependent plas-230

masphere model, and discusses the potential effects of the byproduct cold protons on the231

dynamics of the plasmasphere.232
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4.1 Cold H+ Formed By Charge Exchange233

Energetic heavy ions play a critical role in the production of the charge-exchange234

byproduct cold H+ as they convect into the dipolar magnetosphere from the near-Earth235

portion of the magnetotail. We first examine the production of cold H+ that resulted236

from the charge exchange of O+ and N+ ions with geocorona neutral H using the Rairden237

et al. (1986) geocorona model, and assuming that the heavy ions are either 100% O+ or238

100% N+, respectively. While unrealistic, these assumptions are designed to illustrate239

the role of inner magnetospheric heavy ion composition in the production of cold H+.240

Figure 2 shows the comparison between the ring current heavy ions densities and the as-241

sociated cold H+ as a charge-exchange byproduct at four times (T1 = 27h, T2 = 40h,242

T3 = 51h and T4 = 72h) indicated at the top of row (b), as one reads from left to right.243

Each row shows the density of heavy ion (either O+ or N+) or the associated cold pro-244

tons, as indicated by the highlighted red text at the bottom of each row.245

At the beginning of the main phase (T1 = 27h, the leftmost column), when both246

the convection strength and the particle flux on the nightside outer boundary are enhanced,247

we observe an increase in both O+ and N+ hot ion densities on the nightside centered248

on L=5 shell (as showed in the leftmost column of rows (b) and (d)), as injected par-249

ticles are drifting westward and convecting into the lower L-shells. The leftmost column250

of rows (c) and (e) show that, by comparison with the ring current ion densities, there251

is no significant production of cold protons during the quiet phase, which implies that252

the effects of charge-exchange reactions are weak during this time. This is due to the rel-253

atively low ring current ion densities, as well as to the fact that the peak density occurs254

at higher L-shells where the geocoronal neutral density is low. During the main phase255

(T2 = 40h, the second column from the left), we observe an enhancement in O+ and256

N+ densities in the evening sector (18MLT — 0MLT quadrant) between L = 3 and L257

= 5 shells, mostly due to the continuous supply of particles from the nightside bound-258

ary and strong Sunward convection strength, as showed in the second column from the259

left of rows (b) and (d). The second column from the left of rows (c) and (e) shows ac-260

cumulation of the cold protons close to the model inner boundary across the duskside261

around L = 2.5 shell. This is due to the fact that the neutral density is exponentially262

decreasing with distance away from the Earth, therefore the charge exchange reaction263

is most effective at low radial distances. In addition, the cold protons generated at higher264

L-shells (closer to the peak of ring current) are also drifting westward while convecting265

Earthward, leading to an accumulation of cold protons at low L-shells. At the beginning266

of the recovery phase (T3 = 51h, the third column from the left), the topology of the267

ring current becomes more symmetric. As energetic O+ and N+ drift around the sim-268

ulation domain, they continue to undergo charge exchange reactions with the local geo-269

coronal neutral hydrogen, especially at lower L-shells where the density of neutral hy-270

drogen is high. Therefore, we observe a faster accumulation of cold protons accompa-271

nied with a faster decay of both O+ and N+ density at low L-shells. At the end of the272

simulation (T4 = 72h, the fourth column from the left), the charge exchange losses led273

to a significant decay of energetic O+ and N+ densities as showed in the fourth column274

from the left of rows (b) and (d). This decay is associated with a significant accumula-275

tion of cold protons within L=4, as can be seen from the fourth column from the left of276

rows (c) and (e). The evolution of the cold H+ population associated with energetic O+
277

and N+ over the four time instances illustrated above suggests that, the production and278

topology of the cold ion population are closely controlled by the conditions of ion plasma279

sheet along with the magnetospheric convection. The ion plasma sheet provides ener-280

getic ion populations that can be converted into the cold populations via charge exchange281

reactions, and the magnetospheric convection further accelerates the hot ion populations282

and drives them into lower L-shells where the geocorona neutral density is significantly283

higher. Therefore, it is the collective and accumulative effect of both ion plasma sheet284

composition and magnetospheric convection that determines the abundance and topol-285

ogy of the cold populations associated with the ring current energetic ions.286
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Although energetic ring current O+ and N+ possess similar qualitative behaviors287

across the four time instances as one compares row (b) with row (d), significant quan-288

titative difference exists: the energetic N+ decays notably faster than O+ during the re-289

covery phase, as reflected by the density of O+ and N+ showed in the fourth column from290

the left (T4 = 72h) of rows (b) and (d), respectively. Part of the total loss of O+ and291

N+ during the recovery phase becomes the associated cold protons, therefore, observ-292

ing that the density of cold protons associated with N+ is notably higher than the one293

associated with O+ (as one compares the fourth column from the left of row (e) with row294

(c)) implies that the ring current N+ undergoes more efficient charge-exchange loss than295

O+ does. We may attribute such a difference on the hot ions loss and cold H+ produc-296

tion between O+ and N+ primarily to the difference of charge exchange cross section.297

The cross section of hot N+ is always higher than that of O+ across the entire consid-298

ered energy range, inferring that the probability of energetic N+ undergoing charge ex-299

change reactions with the local cold neutral hydrogen is greater than that of energetic300

O+, given the same local density of cold neutral hydrogen. As a result, energetic N+ can301

be more efficient on producing cold protons, and therefore have a shorter average life-302

time than energetic O+.303

4.2 Contribution of Cold H+ By Energetic Heavy Ions304

Next, we perform a quantitative analysis on how much energetic O+ and N+ con-305

tribute to the local production of cold H+ generated by the charge exchange of ring cur-306

rent ions with neutral geocorona. Figure 3 shows the fraction of
H+

cold(heavy ions)

H+
cold(total)

(expressed307

in percentage) at the same four time moments. The black contour lines represent dif-308

ferent levels of the fraction
H+

cold(heavy ions)

H+
cold(total)

, where H+
cold(heavy ions) denotes the cold pro-309

tons derived from the charge exchange process involving a particular ring current heavy310

ion species (either O+ or N+) as indicated under the label of each row, along with the311

background neutral geocorona model. These simulation results show that the contribu-312

tion of cold protons associated with energetic O+ via charge exchange reactions to the313

total cold proton population increases with decreasing distance from the Earth, with the314

50% contribution contour at around L=4 shell for the simulation based on the Rairden315

et al. (1986) geocorona model (the fourth column from the left of row (b)). For the anal-316

ogous simulation for which the geocorona density is provided by the Hodges (1994) model,317

the 50% contribution contour extends outward to L=5 shell (the fourth column from the318

left of row (c)). This implies that energetic O+ ions are more likely to be convecting into319

lower L-shells before being lost via charge exchange, and consequently participate in ad-320

ditional charge-exchange reactions as they convect Earthward. On the other hand, the321

contribution of the cold protons associated with energetic N+ to the total cold protons322

increases with increasing distance from the Earth, at both T3 = 51h and T4 = 72h,323

as can be seen in both the third and the fourth columns from the left of rows (d) and324

(e). This is due to the fact that energetic N+ is being lost in the charge exchange reac-325

tion significantly faster, therefore is less prone to convect deeper into the inner magne-326

tosphere.327

Furthermore, the production of cold H+ is primarily determined by the plasma sheet328

composition, rather the neutral geocorona model. Numerical simulation results show that329

the increase in the neutral H density from the Rairden et al. (1986) to the Hodges (1994)330

model enhanced the charge-exchange reactions between energetic O+ and neutral H, ex-331

tending the 50% cold H+ contribution contour from L=4 to L=5 shell at the end of the332

recovery phase; this is due to the fact that energetic O+ ions are more likely to be con-333

vecting into lower L-shells where neutral H densityis larger. On the other hand, the re-334

gion enclosed by the 60% contribution contour from energetic N+ was reduced at the end335

of the recovery phase, as one can see in the fourth column from the left in row (d) to (e).336

The change of geocorona neutral model does not significantly affect the average contri-337
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bution rate of cold H+ from both energetic O+ and N+ over the simulation domain: At338

the end of the recovery phase (T4 = 72h), the average contribution of cold H+ from en-339

ergetic O+ increases from 47.7% to 49.2%, with the peak value increases from 56.9% to340

57.4%, as the geocorona model changes from the Rairden et al. (1986) to the Hodges (1994)341

model; on the other hand, the one from energetic N+ decreases from 57.6% to 56.6%,342

with the peak value decreases from 66.1% to 61.4%. Therefore, the density of neutral343

H as predicted by various geocorona models is playing a less important role in shaping344

the peak and topology of the cold H+ density, as compared with the plasma sheet heavy345

ion composition.346

4.3 Effects of cold H+ Formed By Charge Exchange on the Plasmas-347

phere348

Due to the spatial overlap between the plasmasphere and the ring current, the gen-349

eration of cold H+ via charge exchange can affect the dynamics of the plasmasphere. To350

investigate the effects of cold H+ populations formed by charge exchange reactions on351

the plasmasphere, we adopted the activity-dependent Dynamic Global Core Plasma Model352

(DGCPM) (Ober et al., 1997) that provides the evolution of the equatorial thermal plasma353

density. The model tracks the advection of the magnetic flux tubes affected by the con-354

vection electric field and electric potential, which are directly controlled by the Kp in-355

dex in the simulation, and solves the mass continuity equation along each moving field356

line for the total cold ion content. The plasmaspheric thermal plasma density distribu-357

tion (in log scale) at four different time moments (T0 = 24h, T3 = 51h, T
′

3 = 58h and358

T4 = 72h) are showed in row (b) of Figure 4. At the end of the quiet phase (T0 = 24h,359

the leftmost column), the plasmaspheric cold density is approximately symmetric around360

the Earth with a slight dusk bulge. At the end of the storm phase (T3 = 51h, the sec-361

ond column from the left), the plasmasphere has been significantly eroded, with the plas-362

maspheric drainage plume extending from the afternoon sector (18MLT — 0MLT quad-363

rant) and a density trough has been formed on the nightside. The plasmasphere grad-364

ually refills during the recovery phase (51h < T < 72h), with the drainage plume ro-365

tating eastward and the thermal plasma density recovers. Therefore, the plasmasphere366

is highly dependent on the magnetospheric activity, as reflected by the dynamics of the367

shape of the plasmapause approximated by the boundary of the color maps in row (b).368

The cold H+ population that resulted from the charge-exchange reactions contributes369

to the plasmaspheric thermal plasma density, therefore further affects the dynamics of370

the plasmasphere. Rows (c) and (e) of Figure 4 compares the shape of the plasmasphere371

considering (solid contours) and without considering (dashed contours) the contribution372

of the charge-exchange byproduct cold H+ by energetic heavy ions (O+ and N+, respec-373

tively), showing that the byproduct cold H+ resulting from energetic O+ extends the plas-374

masphere boundary at dawn from L=2.75 to L=4, and those resulting from energetic375

N+ extends it to L=4.25, at the beginning of the recovery phase (T3 = 51h, the sec-376

ond column from the left of rows (c) and (e), red solid contour vs. red dashed contour).377

After 7 hours into the recovery phase, the cold H+ that resulted from charge exchange378

reactions involving energetic O+ extends the plasmasphere boundary at dawn from L=3.25379

to L=4, and those resulting from charge exchange reactions involving energetic N+ fur-380

ther extends it to L=4.5 (T
′

3 = 58h, the third column from the left of rows (c) and (e),381

red solid contour vs. red dashed contour). Such an extension of the boundary of the plas-382

masphere during the early recovery phase due to the inclusion of cold H+ produced via383

charge exchange reactions of neutral hydrogen with energetic heavy ions incurs signif-384

icant expansion of the equatorial area of the plasmasphere, implying that the energetic385

heavy ions alone are able to produce cold protons in amounts significant enough to re-386

shape the density distribution of the plasmasphere along with the plasmapause, espe-387

cially in the early stage of the recovery phase. Furthermore, the cold H+ that resulted388

from the total ring current ion species with different heavy ion compositions extends the389

plasmasphere with different extents, as one compares row (d) with (f). This implies that390
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the composition of the energetic heavy ions of the plasma sheet can affects the overall391

spatial extent of the plasmasphere.392

The significant expansion of the plasmasphere boundary during the recovery phase393

suggests that the local density of cold H+ produced via charge exchange with the ring394

current population can be abundant compared with the local plasmasphere density just395

beyond the plasmasphere boundary identified by the red dashed contours in Figure 4.396

Such local abundance of the cold H+ can supply a significant amount to the plasmas-397

pheric cold populations, therefore facilitating the local recovery rate. Figure 5 shows the398

ratio (in log scale) between the cold H+ density and the plasmaspheric thermal plasma399

density provided by Ober et al. (1997) model, revealing a broad region of high density400

ratio (deep red) that lies on the nightside between L=3 to 5 and MLT=20 to 7 at the401

beginning of the recovery phase (T3 = 51h, the second column from the left), which shrinks402

as the plasmasphere recovers. Comparing the location of the 101 cm−3 contour between403

the end of the quiet phase (T0 = 24h) and the start of the recovery phase (T3 = 51h),404

one can identify a plasmasphere density trough in which the plasmaspheric cold plasma405

population is significantly eroded during the storm phase, and the most of the high-ratio406

region, including the global ratio peak, is overlapping with the trough. Furthermore, the407

local production of cold H+ by total ring current ion species (row (d)) can be at most408

13.6 times the local plasmasphere cold density as predicted by the DGCPM model, as-409

suming all the heavy ions are N+, with the ones by energetic N+ (row (c)) be at most410

8.5, after 7 hours into the recovery phase (T
′

3 = 58h). In the case when all the ener-411

getic heavy ions are O+, the local production of cold H+ by total ring current ions (row412

(b)) can be at most 10 times the original local plasmasphere cold density, and the ones413

by energetic O+ (row (a)) be at most ∼5 times, at T
′

3 = 58h. Therefore, the charge-414

exchange produced cold protons can notably enhance the local plasmaspheric refilling415

rate, especially in the density trough during the early stage of the recovery phase.416

5 Summary and Conclusion417

In this study, we assessed the role of plasma sheet ion composition and geocorona418

neutral H models in the production and transport of cold protons as byproduct of charge419

exchange reactions with the ring current population. The simulation results show that:420

(1) the production and topology of the cold H+ population produced via charge-exchange421

reactions with ring current ions are closely controlled by the composition of plasma sheet422

and the magnetospheric convection; (2) the geocorona neutral density distribution does423

not play a significant role in shaping the peak density and overall topology of the byprod-424

uct cold proton structure, which is instead shown to be primarily determined by the com-425

position of energetic heavy ions (O+ and N+); (3) the charge-exchange byproduct cold426

protons can reshape the density distribution of the plasmasphere along with the plasma-427

pause, and have the potential to enhance the early-stage plasmaspheric refilling rate by428

supplying to the plasmasphere density trough; (4) the cold protons deriving from charge429

exchange reactions of energetic O+ with neutral H populate the inner L shells, while the430

cold protons deriving from charge exchange reactions of energetic N+ with neutral H pop-431

ulate the larger L-shells.432

Numerical simulations are performed under the assumption that the heavy ions are433

either 100% O+ or 100% N+. Albeit idealized, these numerical experiments reveal po-434

tential aspects with profound impacts on the generation and evolution of the cold pop-435

ulations, including the plasma sheet condition, magnetospheric convection, and compo-436

sition of energetic heavy ions. It is also inferred that the generation of cold H+ as a byprod-437

uct of charge exchange can affect the local refilling of the plasmasphere during the early438

recovery phase.439
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Figure 2. (a) Evolutionary tracks of the input parameters for the idealized storm simulations

showing the Kp index (right y-axis, red line) and plasma sheet ion density on the nightside outer

boundary (left y-axis, green line); (b) and (c) Evolution of ring current heavy ions density (100%

O+) and the associated charge-exchange byproduct cold protons by the energetic heavy ions at

four time instances; (d) and (e) Evolution of ring current heavy ions density (100% N+) and the

associated charge-exchange byproduct cold protons by the energetic heavy ions at four time in-

stances. The symmetric Rairden et al. (1986) model is used.
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Figure 3. (a) Evolutionary tracks of the input parameters for the idealized storm simula-

tions showing the Kp index (right y-axis, red line) and plasma sheet density on the nightside

outer boundary (left y-axis, green line); (b) and (c) Evolution of the ratio (in %) between the

local charge-exchange byproduct cold protons density produced by hot heavy ions (100% O+)

and the one produced by total energetic ring current ions, under Rairden et al. (1986) model

and Hodges (1994) model; (d) and (e) Evolution of the ratio (in %) between the local charge-

exchange byproduct cold protons density produced by hot heavy ions (100% N+) and the one

produced by total energetic ring current ions, under Rairden et al. (1986) model and Hodges

(1994) model. Row (c) and row (e) assume the boundary injection heavy ions are 100% of O+

and N+, respectively, but under the Hodges geocoronal model.
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Figure 4. (a) Evolutionary tracks of the input parameters for the idealized storm simulations;

(b) Evolution of equatorial plasmaspheric thermal plasma density predicted by Ober et al. (1997)

plasmasphere model (in log scale), with the white solid contour marks at constant density level of

30 cm−3; (c) to (f) Density contour levels (in log scale) of Ober et al. (1997) model (dashed) and

the ones after considering the contribution from the charge-exchange byproduct cold H+ popula-

tions (solid) highlighted by the red text at the bottom of each row. The symmetric Rairden et al.

(1986) model is used through (c) to (f).
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Figure 5. The density ratio (in log scale) between the charge-exchange byproduct cold H+

highlighted by the red text at the bottom of each row, and the plasmaspheric thermal plasma

predicted by Ober et al. (1997) model. The black dashed contours represent the density levels of

Ober et al. (1997) model (in log scale), and the white solid contour marks constant density level

of 30 cm−3. The symmetric Rairden et al. (1986) model is used.
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